ART. 33]
THEORY  OF A  BENT ROD.
285
column is a paraboloid AW—^Trr4 and r2=4??i (l~x), when the column is a cylinder Ak* is constant. In the figure of Art. 27, let #', y' be the coordinates of any point P' between P and B. Taking moments about P the differential equation is seen to
be                                  -K'^ = jlxWA>dx'.(y~y'),
where A' is the area of the section at P'. Differentiating this equation with regard to x, we find after some reduction
where £=Z-#, /32=w/2mE, and the column is supposed to be a paraboloid.
At the free end where £=0, we have %dyjd£^Q and, since the stress couple is there zero, d2i//d£2=0. At the base where %=l we have dy/d^ = 0 and this leads to the condition that the column cannot begin to bend unless lp > ir.
When the column is a cylinder, the differential equation becomes dsy     4w> tdy 5? + ^f2f-°'       .
which may be reduced to Bessel's form.   To effect this put <%/<7£=£A2, p=£M, we then see that X=J, /*=£•
Both these examples are due to Prof. Greenhill, Proceedings of the Camb. Phil. Soc. 1881, vol. iv.
33. Theory of a bent circular rod. A uniform thin straight rod without weight is bent without tension into the form of a circular arc of great radius; it is required to find the stress couple at any point P. See Art. 15.
We shall obtain a particular solution of this problem by making an hypothesis which simplifies the process, and which we afterwards verify by showing that all the equations of equilibrium are satisfied.
We assume (1) that all filaments of matter parallel to the length of the rod are bent into circles with their centres on a straight line perpendicular to the plane of bending. This straight line will be referred to as the axis of bending. We assume (2) that the particles of matter which in the unstrained rod lie in a normal section continue to lie in a plane when bent, (3) that this plane is normal to the system of circles above described.
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Let A BCD be a short length of the straight rod bounded by two normal planes AOC, BMD. To examine the small changes which this length undergoes we take the plane AOG as that of yz and let some perpendicular straight line OM be the axis of x. To avoid confusing the figure only the lines on the positive octant have been
ft;
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